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Abstract: The trajectory of institutional economics changed in the 1970s when
new institutional economics (NIE) began to take shape around some relative vague
intuitions which eventually developed into powerful conceptual and analytical
tools. The emergence of NIE is a success story by many measures: four Nobel
laureates in less than 20 years, increasing penetration of mainstream journals, and
significant impacts on major policy debates. This rapid acceptance is remarkable
when we consider that it was divided from birth into distinct schools of thought.
What will be the future of NIE? Will it be quietly absorbed by mainstream theory,
or will it radically transform neoclassical economics into a new paradigm that
includes institutions? To address these questions, we follow the sometimes-bumpy
road to NIE’s current successes and ponder the challenges that lie ahead.

1. Introduction

The emergence of new institutional economics (NIE) in the 1970s has had major
repercussions in economics. In less than 20 years NIE saw notable successes,
including: four Nobel laureates, significant impacts on major policies such
as anti-trust law and development aid, increasing penetration of mainstream
journals, and a large and growing body of adherents, applied research, and
relevant datasets. This robust institutionalization is remarkable for a field that
first took shape around some relatively vague intuitions and was divided from
birth into several distinct schools of thought. NIE’s different schools began more
intense and productive discussions with the creation of an international society in
1997 – the International Society for New Institutional Economics or ISNIE. Over
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time, NIE’s early intuitions have been progressively transformed into powerful
conceptual and analytical tools that have spawned a vigorous base of empirical
research. NIE, initially dominated by Americans, took off in the rest of the world
and especially in Europe; today many, if not most, of the submissions to the ISNIE
journal of the Social Science Research Network are from non-Americans.

NIE’s successful institutionalization should not obscure its roots as a
revolutionary paradigm. Nor should it mask the continued resistance to aspects
of its research program or obscure its persistent divisions. Despite fruitful
dialogues within ISNIE, there is no general theory of institutional economics
and NIE is in many ways a still decentralized field of inquiry. Indeed in some
ways NIE is still more of a movement than a field. There are also glaring gaps
still to be filled; we mention a few in the last section of this paper.

NIE is characterized by its stress on institutions as rules and norms,
its examination of the microanalytics of firm and market organizations
and the ramifications for public policy, its search for dynamic rather than
static explanations of economic evolution, its acceptance of interdisciplinary
approaches, and its openness towards case studies and other less mathematical
methodologies. Yet despite this receptivity towards less formal approaches and
inductive reasoning on some occasions, prediction and empirical testing are
very much the norm in NIE. While in debt to the work of earlier institutional
economists, especially Commons, NIE has accepted much of the neoclassical
paradigm – with certain important exceptions that we describe below. These
exceptions have powerful implications that should progressively transform
mainstream economics towards a radically different paradigm.

This paper reviews the intellectual origins of NIE, documents the sometimes-
bumpy road to its current successes, explores its future, and elucidates the
challenges ahead.1 The next section summarizes intellectual origins of NIE,
describing its core concepts and the central contribution of Ronald Coase.
Section 3 traces the transformation of NIE from early ideas to analytical tools, in
particular the evolution of transaction cost economics as embodied by the work
of Oliver Williamson, and institutional analysis as represented by the work of
Douglass North. Section 4 documents the diffusion of NIE and its success. The
paper concludes with a discussion of NIE’s future and the challenges that lie
ahead.

2. The intellectual origins of NIE

Virginia Woolf once asserted, ‘on or about December 1910 human character
changed’ (Woolf, 1928: 4). We cannot be so bold in dating the origins of the

1 Richter (2005) provides a useful history of NIE and The Handbook of New Institutional Economics
provides background.
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changes introduced in economics by NIE.2 They emerged from the confluence
of several major contributions: Ronald Coase’s ‘The Nature of the Firm’ (1937)
and ‘The Problem of Social Cost’ (1960), North and Davis’ Institutional Change
and American Economic Growth (1971), North and Thomas’ The Rise of
the Western World (1973), and Williamson’s Markets and Hierarchies (1975).
Although there were predecessors, as with all schools of economics, these
four contributions became the building blocks that transformed NIE’s initial
intuitions into a useful analytical apparatus and helped solidify the challenge to
mainstream economics.

Influences

There are a number of other schools of thought that developed simultaneously
and are closely associated with or even part of NIE that we do not have space
to cover adequately here.3 These include the theories of Mancur Olson on
collective action, public choice theory and the work of Buchanan and Tullock,
the contributions of Duncan Black and Kenneth Arrow, and the work of positive
political scientists such as Ken Shepsle and Barry Weingast. Closely associated
with NIE is the work of Harold Demsetz, in the continuation of the property
rights approach, and the contributions of numerous scholars who participated in
the yearly meetings animated by Erik Furubotn and Rolf Richter in Saarbrucken.4

However, when it comes to the history of how ISNIE was born and developed,
we think that the two branches on which we focus here led the way and represent
the dominant group of participants.5 The Handbook of New Institutional
Economics (2005) includes a relatively wide spectrum of contributors to NIE,
including the four Nobel laureates, although some other major names (e.g.,
Aoki,6 Barzel, or Demsetz) are missing. Other ideas that shaped NIE came from
managerial sciences (e.g., Chester Barnard), the legal tradition, and especially
law and economics (e.g., Llewelyn, Macneil, and Posner), history (e.g., the
cliometrics group), sociology (e.g., Merton and Macaulay), and other fields.7

This rich heritage served sometimes as a source of inspiration and sometimes as
a constraint to be overturned.

2 Although we might note that Ronald Coase was born in December 1910.
3 Although the economic analysis of institutions by far exceeds NIE, this paper focuses almost

exclusively on NIE strictly speaking, not only because this was what we were asked to do, but also
because NIE permeated all modern approaches to institutions and, in our view, remains the hard core of
institutional analyses.

4 Most contributions were published in the Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics (JITE),
making it a pioneering journal in the development of NIE.

5 The initial dominance of US scholars regressed after the formal creation of ISNIE in 1997.
6 Aoki is an important contributor to the analysis of institutions (see Aoki, 2001) and close to NIE

on many issues, although he kept himself a bit on the margin of the movement.
7 Examples of influential texts include Barnard’s classic book (1938) in the management sciences;

Llewelyn’s (1931) and Macneil’s (1974, 1978) papers and Posner’s book (1973) on legal perspectives;
Merton’s book (1949, 1957, 1968) and Macaulay’s paper (1963) in sociology, etc.
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Key concepts

NIE is rooted in several early traditions of economic thought. As a young
economist Ronald Coase initially posited himself in the British tradition from
Smith to Marshall to Arnold Plant.8 He was further influenced by his drive to
challenge part of this British tradition, especially the then ascendant Pigovian
school of thought. NIE was also rooted in earlier institutional economics; for
example, Williamson cited his debt to Commons, and North to economists
at the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), especially Kuznets. In
addition, Oliver Williamson learned interdisciplinary social science at Carnegie
Mellon University and was influenced by, among others, Kenneth Arrow, Alfred
Chandler, Ronald Coase, and Herbert Simon. Douglass North had been a
Marxist until he was increasingly exposed to neoclassical economics and to new
perspectives opened by his research in economic history and his strong interest
in political science.9

NIE ultimately went beyond its forbearers and contemporaries to develop
its own building blocks. Three key concepts – transaction costs, property
rights, and contracts – became the ‘golden triangle’ of NIE. These concepts,
combined with NIE’s increasingly radical behavioral assumptions (see North,
2005), progressively structured its two leading branches.

The first key concept to NIE is transaction costs, which arose in Coase’s 1937
paper ‘The Nature of the Firm,’ when he asked, why are there firms?10 Why
doesn’t all exchange take place in the market? His answer was that there are costs
to transacting in the market: a would-be trader must find someone with whom to
trade, get information on price and quality, strike a bargain, draw up a contract,
and monitor and enforce the contract. A firm can reduce these transaction costs
under certain circumstances by replacing bargaining among the many owners of
the factors of production with coordination by a hierarchy. Transaction costs
were absent in the standard neo-classical model, which assumed that transactions
were immediate and frictionless, actors had perfect information, and firms were
black boxes transforming inputs into outputs.

The concept of ‘transaction costs’ is so central to NIE because it is central
to the economy. As Coase (1998) pointed out, the organization of transactions,
with their inevitable costs, determines what goods and services are produced
and the capacity of any economy to take advantage of the division of labor and
specialization. Transaction costs are at the core of Williamson’s work on the

8 See his Essays on Economics and Economists (1994).
9 North’s institutional framework has intellectual roots in Marx’s superstructure.
10 At about the same time that Coase wrote his paper, Commons (1934: 4) introduced the idea

that ‘ . . . the ultimate unit of activity . . . must contain in itself the three principles of conflict, mutuality,
and order. This unit is a transaction’. Coase was apparently unaware of this development, but later on
Williamson (1975: 6, 1996: 7) integrated it into his approach to transaction costs.
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choice between market and firm and North’s work on political transaction costs
and on why countries are rich or poor. We explore both in section 3.

The second key concept, property rights, also came from Coase. In ‘The
Problem of Social Cost’ (1960) he explored the harmful effects that occur when
the exercise of one owner’s rights causes some harm or cost to owners of other
rights. As Coase showed in that paper, the assignment of property rights only
matters because of positive transaction costs. Under the neoclassical assumptions
of zero transaction costs, owners whose rights are harmed by others can negotiate
(costlessly and with perfect information) payments or transfers in a way that will
maximize production.11 With positive transaction costs, ownership, liability, the
legal system, the state, and the general institutional setting become central.

Property rights in NIE also differ from those of neoclassical economics, which
assumes that people trade physical or virtual commodities. As Coase (1959)
explained what people really trade are rights, the rights to perform certain
actions. The concept was further developed by Armen Alchian (1965), who
defined property rights as a set of rights to take permissible actions to use,
transfer, or otherwise exploit or enjoy the property. Such rights may be enforced
by law, as Coase assumed, but are more often enforced by etiquette, social
custom, and social ostracism (ibid).

Here again Coase’s original idea was expanded and operationalized
in subsequent development. Williamson demonstrated that property rights
are vulnerable to opportunistic predation. He further showed that private
arrangements are usually less costly than the legal system in enforcing rights.
North analyzed how differences in the distribution and quality of enforcement
of property rights affect the different ways societies develop. Elinor Ostrom
further enhanced the concept by analyzing how the damaging effects of poorly
defined and enforced private property rights can be avoided through community
governance. Pre-Ostrom, most analysts assumed that only private property or
government regulation could overcome the over-exploitation and degradation
of common property resources such as fishing grounds. Ostrom showed that
community groups will produce outcomes superior to state regulation or private
ownership when the boundaries of the users and resources are clearly defined
and the group monitoring and enforcing the rules are tightly-knit with strong
social norms and procedures for making and enforcing rules.

The third core concept is contracts, broadly defined as written or unwritten
agreements between parties. The idea of contract was also introduced by
Coase, but in the very specific context of his 1937 analysis of how firms differ
from markets. Two assumptions are critical to NIE’s concept of contracts and
distinguish it from the standard model: contracts are (1) never perfectly enforced
and (2) never perfectly complete. The ‘Northean’ branch emphasized contract

11 This concept was christened the Coase Theorem by George Stigler: under perfect competition,
private and social costs are equal and the assignment of liability does not matter (1966: 113–14).
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enforcement institutions, particularly the polity, ideas which later developed
into a theory of the tradeoffs involved in enforcement (North, 1981: chap. 4).12

Individuals can enforce contracts and protect their rights with private armies
or private police, but this is costly. Alternatively they can cede a monopoly
over coercion to the state. State enforcement might reduce private costs but
it invites state encroachment on rights, creating the dilemma: who polices the
policeman? (see North et al., 2009, and also Greif, 2005; North and Weingast,
1989; Weingast, 1993.)

Williamson’s concept of contract became central to the NIE analysis of
governance, as emphasized by the Nobel Committee in 2009, and the source
of many successful empirical investigations. Williamson defined a contract as ‘an
agreement between a buyer and a supplier in which the terms of exchange are de-
fined by a triple: price, asset specificity, and safeguards’ (Williamson, 1996: 377;
italics in original). In his formulation of incomplete contracts, opportunism –
the idea that parties to a contract might defect from the spirit of cooperation
when the stakes are great – overturned neoclassical behavioral assumptions
(Williamson, 1971). We take up these issues later.

These three concepts – transaction costs, property rights, and contracts – are
not the only concepts developed by new institutionalists over the years, but they
encapsulate the central core of NIE and make its paradigm so distinctive.13 The
theoretical core of NIE starts from the premise that because transaction costs
are positive, information is costly and incomplete and contracts and property
rights are imperfectly defined and enforced. Under such circumstances, the
institutional framework is a crucial determinant of economic performance. This
distinguished NIE from mainstream economics from the beginning, even before
the early intuitions and ideas of Ronald Coase were progressively transformed
and reinforced by major contributors.14

3. From early ideas to analytical tools

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the early ideas introduced by Coase coalesced
into what Williamson christened New Institutional Economics (Williamson,
1975: chap. 1) with its two leading schools of thought associated with
Williamson and North. These were not the only ideas affecting NIE; other
important thinkers included Steven Cheung, Harold Demsetz, and Elinor Ostrom

12 See also the influence of Buchanan and Tullock (1962) on North; and Buchanan (1975) on
Williamson. Barzel’s contribution (e.g., 1989) to the analysis of property rights and the violence of
the state also deserves a mention here.

13 Among some of the other ideas variously associated with NIE as documented by Richter are those
in the field of evolutionary economics, public choice and political economy, institutional history, modern
Austrian economics, constitutional choice, and collective action (Richter, 2005).

14 The central role of Ronald Coase and the origin and evolution of his ideas are developed with
more details in a companion paper to be published in a forthcoming issue of this journal.
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Figure 1. (Colour online) Influences on NIE.
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(see Figure 1). The new movement also influenced a large body of followers, some
of whom we flag in Figure 1.

Transaction cost economics and Williamson

The intellectual origins of Williamson’s ideas are well documented.15 At Stanford
he studied management and, thanks notably to Kenneth Arrow, also discovered
economics. Later at Carnegie he was exposed to the rich multidisciplinary
approach developed by Herbert Simon, Richard Cyert, James March, and others.
His field experience in large firms and bureaucracies exposed him early on to
problems of governance, first as a young graduate from MIT working as a project
engineer and traveling extensively to Asia in the late 1950s and later as a young
economist working on issues of mergers and acquisitions at the Department
of Justice. The period at Justice fed his thinking about vertical integration and
contractual relationships.16 We illustrate these influences graphically in Figure 2.

We can see how this background matters if we consider how Williamson’s
ideas have evolved. The Economics of Discretionary Behavior (1964), based
on his dissertation at Carnegie, complemented and extended the question
raised by Coase in 1937: if firms exist, what is their role and the role of
management?17 This interest in the internal organization of firms converged
with his growing interest in vertical integration, the now famous ‘make or buy’
tradeoff. His landmark paper ‘The Vertical Integration of Production: Market
Failure Considerations’ argued that ‘ . . . the substitution of internal organization
for market exchange is attractive less on account of technological economies

15 See Williamson’s bio sketch in 1986, his paper on the Carnegie connection (1996: chap. 1), and
notes and remarks spread over his books.

16 In that period, Williamson also delivered several papers on pricing in non-standard arrangements.
17 In a personal communication (April 9, 2010) Williamson confirmed having read Coase (1937) –

reprinted in the influential Readings on Price Theory (1953) commissioned by the AEA – while working
on his dissertation at Carnegie, and Coase on social costs (1960) and (1964) on regulation (1964) right
after they were published.
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Figure 2. The Williamsonian school.
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associated with production but because of what may be referred to broadly
as “transactional failures” in the operation of markets for intermediate goods’
(1971: 112). Integration allows firms to take advantage of ‘the wide variety
and greater sensitivity of control instruments’ (p. 113) and of the flexibility
offered by ‘fiat’ as a ‘conflict resolution machinery’ (p. 114). These are central
themes later developed in Markets and Hierarchies (1975): incentives, control,
and administration on the one hand; small numbers, complexity, and uncertainty
on the other. Markets and Hierarchies integrated intellectual sources as diverse
as Arrow, Barnard, Chandler, Commons, Coase, Hayek, and Simon to explain
how integration might overcome market failures.

Williamson’s 1971 paper also provides a second and complementary
explanation for vertical integration: ‘contractual incompleteness’ (p. 117), an
idea which he pushed further in ‘Transaction Cost Economics: The Governance
of Contractual Relations’ (1979).18 The 1979 paper operationalized the effects of
transaction costs on contracts, and detailed Williamson’s now well-known triplet
of transactional attributes – uncertainty, frequency, and transaction-specific
investments. It analyzed how different types of contracts and the alternative
governance structures in which they are embedded are aligned or misaligned
with these three attributes. This paper launched a stream of empirical research
that sealed the success of transaction costs economics.19 But the 1979 paper did
not stop there. Williamson also considered cases where the cost of integration
is so high that firms may decide not to integrate but also not to switch back to
standard market contracts. Instead they may choose another form of governance,
then identified as ‘bilateral structures, where the autonomy of the parties is
maintained . . . ’ (p. 250). This reasoning was later extended to more complex
structures, christened hybrids (Williamson, 1996: chap. 4), which opened the
way to another abundant stream of empirical research (Ménard, 2012).

18 Published in the Journal of Law and Economics, later integrated into The Economic Institutions
of Capitalism.

19 Monteverde and Teece (1982), Masten (1984) and Joskow (1985) deserve special mention in the
initiation of the empirical dimension of this research program.
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The ‘antitrust implications’ flagged in the full title of Markets and
Hierarchies20 also stimulated research on regulation and on the institutional
embeddedness of governance structures. An important contribution in that
respect is Williamson’s ‘Franchise bidding for Natural Monopolies – in General
and with Respect to CATV’ (1976/1985: chap. 13), which is part of a wonderful
trilogy with papers from Demsetz (1968) and Goldberg (1976) about regulating
monopolies. Williamson’s analysis subtly examined alternative contractual
solutions for the supply of public utility services, substantiated by a case study of a
cable television company. It examined transactions in much greater microanalytic
detail than has been characteristic of prior studies of regulation, highlighting
the importance of contract implementation and its complex interaction with the
institutional environment (1976: 73 sq.). Williamson used the same methodology
and concepts to elucidate how ‘The match of governance structures with
transactions that results from these economizing efforts’ (1979: 253) can be used
to unravel regulatory issues, as illustrated by his discussion of the Schwinn case,
in which this producer of quality bicycles was sued by competition authorities
because of the restrictions it had imposed on franchisees (1985: 183 sq.).

More recently, The Mechanisms of Governance (1996) and ‘The New
Institutional Economics: Taking Stock, Looking Ahead’ (2000) summarize the
further development of the analytical framework Williamson first presented
in the 1970s. New advances included more attention to hybrid modes of
organization,21 the exploration of the impact of financial choices on governance,
and analyses of credible commitment and its role in regulation and development.
This last topic bridged the gap between transaction cost economics and
institutional analysis.

Institutional analysis and North22

Douglass North’s approach to institutional analysis was influenced by his
experience in the Merchant Marine during the Second World War, which affected
his early interest in the productivity of ocean shipping and his later views on
violence. He was also heavily influenced by the ideas of Joseph Schumpeter and
the economists he met during a year at the NBER in the mid-1950s, including
Solomon Fabricant and Simon Kuznets. We illustrate these early influences
graphically in Figure 3.

North began applying neoclassical economic tools to history (and in the
process became a founder of the new field of cliometrics), however, he also began
to deviate noticeably from a strictly neoclassical approach by incorporating
institutions. In 1968 he began his departure from the standard model in his

20 Markets and Hierarchies: Analysis and Antitrust Implications. A Study in the Economics of
Internal Organization. Almost simultaneously, Williamson, then editor of The Bell Journal of Economics,
published a special issue on the theme of ‘internal organization’.

21 See Ménard (2009) for a detailed analysis of Williamson’s evolution on this issue.
22 This section draws on Ménard and Shirley (2014).
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Figure 3. The Northean school.
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famous paper on productivity in ocean shipping (one of the most quoted research
works in economic history according to the Nobel committee). In that paper
he argued that technological change did not always play the preeminent role in
fostering productivity that most economic historians had claimed (North, 1968).
Instead it was a reduction in piracy, the agglomeration of goods in a few large
ports, and the growth of larger, more organized markets that explained much of
the productivity gains in shipping since 1600.

North began to develop a theory of institutions to explain key events in
American history in a joint book with Lance Davis, Institutional Change and
American Economic Growth (North, 1971). He did the same for European
history, and increasingly concluded that the tools of neoclassical economics ‘were
not up to the task of explaining the kind of fundamental societal change that
had characterized European economies from medieval times onward’ (North,
1993: 3). Rather, he argued that new institutional arrangements such as written
contracts enforced by courts were largely responsible for successful European
economic development, as he powerfully documented in his 1973 book with
Robert Thomas, The Rise of the Western World: A New Economic History
(North and Thomas, 1973).

This theoretical framework, which North further developed in Structure and
Change in Economic History (North, 1981), was useful in explaining European
and American history. But North was still not satisfied with its answers to some
fundamental questions, such as: why do institutions change? And, why are some
countries rich and some countries poor? North’s initial framework assumed that
institutions were efficient, and that institutions changed when the net benefit
from change outweighed the cost. How could these assumptions be true when for
centuries most countries have suffered under persistently inefficient institutions,
causing persistently poor economic performance? Searching for a realistic
explanation, North abandoned the neoclassical assumptions about human
rationality and boldly began to develop economic models that incorporated
politics, ideology, and beliefs.

In North’s seminal 1990 book, Institutions, Institutional Change, and
Economic Performance, institutional change occurs when economic or political
entrepreneurs who have the bargaining strength to change institutions perceive
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‘that they could do better by altering the existing institutional framework on
some margin. But their perceptions crucially depend on both the information the
entrepreneurs receive and how they process that information’ (ibid.: 8). Their
information is often incomplete, their models imperfect, and their reforms ‘path-
dependent’ – constrained by the existing set of institutions. Radical reforms are
also constrained by societies’ inherited belief systems. ‘Societies that get “stuck”
embody belief systems and institutions that fail to confront and solve new
problems of societal complexity’ (North, 1994: 6). The sticky nature of beliefs
and institutions helps explain why underdevelopment has been so persistent in
most of the world and why imported rules, laws, and constitutions have been
so unsuccessful. Shared beliefs do sometimes change, however. To understand
better how beliefs change, North turned to cognitive science and its study of how
humans use mental models to explain and interpret the world and how learning
in response to new experiences can produce an incremental process of change in
beliefs and preferences (North, 2005: 77).

North recently joined with John Wallis and Barry Weingast to modify his
earlier framework to explain human history (North et al., 2009). To increase
their rents powerful elites formed coalitions that included specialists in violence
who could protect non-military elites, such as traders or the clergy. Through their
monopoly on violence the elites limited outsiders’ access to valuable resources –
land, labor, capital – and valuable activities – trade, worship, education – thereby
securing their privileged access to rents. These rents in turn gave the elites
an incentive to abide by their agreements to limit violence, creating a stable
equilibrium that North and his co-authors called ‘limited access orders’, which
are the dominant social order today. The open access societies that emerged in
Europe after the industrial revolution and that characterize modern developed
countries are the exception.

4. The diffusion and success of NIE

Through the efforts of Coase, North, and Williamson, NIE rapidly attracted new
adherents among economists, as well as in political science, management, law,
sociology, and anthropology, among others. NIE’s rapid diffusion can be seen
in Figure 4, which shows how publications with ‘new institutional economics’
in the title, abstract, or keywords grew from zero before the late 1970s to over
500 by 2000–2009 according to Econlit. This understates the numbers since
the publications in Figure 4 are only in economics and do not reflect the perhaps
much faster acceptance of new institutionalism in other fields.23 Moreover, many
publications in NIE do not use the term ‘new institutional economics’ in the title,

23 A search of Google Scholar for publications using the term new institutional economics in the title
produces over 600 entries (using ‘publish or perish’ software to eliminate duplicates) compared to 862 in
Econlit, despite the restrictive nature of the search (title only).
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Figure 4. (Colour online) Number of publications with ‘New Institutional
Economics’ in title, abstract, or keywords (according to Econlit). Source:
Authors’ calculations based on Econlit: www.aeaweb.org/econlit.
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abstract, or keywords (for example, North, 1994) and many NIE publications
are not in journals, and those journal articles that do appear are often not
in mainstream economics journals, reflecting the revolutionary nature of the
movement.

To better capture NIE’s expanding influence we searched Econlit for NIE’s
three central concepts – contracts, property rights, and transaction costs. Of
course, these terms, particularly contracts and property rights, are not solely
found in NIE, yet their upward trend shown in Figure 5 also reflects the diffusion
of NIE over the period.

Finally, we can track the diffusion of NIE through citations of three of
its leading scholars, Coase, North, and Williamson. Figure 6 shows the same
acceleration in citations in the last two decades that we saw in the previous
charts. Since the citations in Figure 6 from the Web of Science only refer to
journal articles, and omit North’s and Williamson’s widely popular books, they
grossly underestimate the actual number of citations.

With the spread of research on NIE an informal network of new
institutionalists began to emerge, as scholars attended each other’s presentations
at meetings in economics, managerial sciences, history, and other social sciences.
Participants in this informal network were very loosely connected, and there
were few opportunities for the different schools of thought to interact except
through haphazard encounters in formal conferences. The sporadic nature of
these encounters prompted some network members to propose a more structured
forum that could promote and support new ideas, foster a dialogue between the

http://www.aeaweb.org/econlit
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Figure 5. (Colour online) Number of publications with central NIE concepts in
title, keywords, or abstract (according to Econlit). Source: Authors’ calculations
based on Econlit: www.aeaweb.org/econlit.
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Figure 6. (Colour online) Citations of Coase, North, and Williamson (1975–2009;
articles only). Source: Authors’ calculations based on Web of Science.
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distinct schools of NIE, diffuse NIE more widely and systematically, and unite
NIE’s adherents in an effort to transform economics and the social sciences
more broadly. The birth of this network was boosted by Rudolf Richter,

http://www.aeaweb.org/econlit
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who organized, initially with Eirik Furubotn, an annual research seminar on
institutions starting in the summer of 1983 in Germany.24

These growing ties were institutionalized as the International Society of
New Institutional Economics or ISNIE. ISNIE proved to be a milestone in the
development of NIE. Although the ideas of Coase, North, and Williamson would
have been hugely influential had ISNIE never existed, NIE would have fared
quite differently. At the time ISNIE was created, NIE was on the periphery of
economics, despite Coase’s and North’s Nobel prizes. Its adherents often were
isolated from other economists; few succeeded in publishing institutional papers
in mainstream journals; and many advised their PhD students that dissertations
using the NIE analytical frameworks that they themselves preferred would
probably not be accepted by mainstream economists. ISNIE, by bringing together
a critical mass of like-minded scholars and new institutionalism’s most famous
luminaries, helped enhance the legitimacy of NIE as a field of scholarship and
persuade a wider audience of the validity of its core concepts. ISNIE also attracted
new scholars, particularly young scholars, to NIE.

All this is not to deny that there is still continued resistance and even ignorance
of institutional concepts among some scholars, particularly in economics.25

Papers still appear in prestigious journals on the cost of trade without any
reference to Coase or transaction costs, or on the factors determining growth,
without any reference to institutions or to North. Even as NIE has gained
adherents, mathematical methods have continued to dominate mainstream
journals and university economics departments, especially in the US. The
practical difficulties of analyzing institutions econometrically, which often
require new datasets and much greater amounts of information, will slow its
wider acceptance. New institutionalists are still widely scattered and represent
at best a small minority in almost all economics departments, which makes it a
challenge to attract new PhD students. Outside the US, however, NIE has won
faster acceptance, especially in developing countries where mathematical models
seem less relevant to dramatic problems. We return to the issue of formalism in
Section V.

Despite obstacles, the speed of NIE’s dissemination has been striking. One
reason for its success was the collapse of the planned economies. The revolutions
in Eastern and Central Europe opened a Pandora box of choices among
institutions for societies intent on building market economies. Northean analysis
could help inform these choices. North’s analytical framework was also useful for
explaining underdevelopment, prompting considerable enthusiasm among the

24 All leading institutionalists attended this seminar at one point or another, and their contributions
were published in the Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics. The network was further
stimulated by the creation of the Journal of Law, Economics, and Organization by Williamson, Mashaw,
and Romero, with the first issue published in the spring of 1985.

25 There were astonishing reactions to the award of the Nobel Prize to Ostrom and Williamson in
that respect, and not only because Ostrom was viewed more as a political scientist than as an economist.
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aid community. There was also an upsurge of papers drawing on Williamson’s
ideas for testing transaction costs hypotheses about vertical integration and,
to a lesser degree, his hypotheses about hybrid modes of organization.26

Williamson’s approach also became very influential in analyses of marketing,
strategic behavior, and other managerial issues, while Coasian themes permeated
the ‘Law and Economics’ research that Coase had promoted as the long-time
editor of the Journal of Law and Economics. Ostrom and her analysis of
collective action and the management of common pool resources also became
increasingly influential. (Many other contributors to NIE could be added, of
course.27)

In the 1990’s there was also an upsurge in papers by mainstream economists
that incorporated institutions into neoclassical models, prompting John Nye
to comment sardonically, ‘We are all institutionalists now’. Typically these
papers adapted a standard macroeconomic growth model by adding institutional
variables to cross-country regressions.28 In 2008 Shirley counted 59 studies
finding significant correlations between long-run growth in gross domestic
product (GDP) and such institutional variables as property rights, political
freedom, economic freedom, civil liberties, institutions supporting cooperation
such as trust and religion, and (negatively) political instability (Shirley, 2008:
81).

‘Institutions’ in most of these correlations are not specific rules or norms,
but broad abstractions, usually aggregates of experts’ subjective rankings
of corruption in government, bureaucratic quality, rule of law, freedom of
expression, or similar generalizations that the authors claim are clusters of
institutions or proxies for institutional quality.29 But regardless of what these
variables measure, even when different measures from different sources are used,
they have statistically robust and arithmetically large correlations with long-run
growth (see Shirley, 2008: 80). These strong correlations explain why [some]

26 Surveys are provided in Shelanski and Klein (1995), Klein (2005), Ménard (2012).
27 Leading figures contributed to our Handbook of New Institutional Economics and provided

references that substantiate the richness of analysis already available. This can be completed by the
collection of papers in Furubotn and Richter (1991), the synthesis already proposed by Furubotn and
Richter (1997), the papers in the seven volumes by Ménard (2004) and in Brousseau and Glachant (2008).

28 These papers were part of the rise of new growth economics, which began in the mid-1980s when
macroeconomic models began to take an interest in the hitherto neglected issue of long-run growth (Sala-
I-Martin, 2002). In addition there is a political science literature regressing growth on democracy that
includes studies dating back to the 1960s, which is not considered here.

29 As proxies these variables have serious drawbacks. One is that they reflect contemporary
institutions yet are being used to explain growth over decades and even centuries. Another drawback
is that they measure outcomes (e.g., secure property rights) of many different institutions rather than
a set of specific rules or laws, making the exercise seem rather tautological (Shirley, 2008: 80). And
they measure observable institutional characteristics, ignoring the unobserved beliefs and norms that are
crucial to how observed rules and laws function in practice (Greif, 2006: 20–21). In practice identical
laws or rules, be they laws guaranteeing property rights or rules defining electoral procedures, produce
very different outcomes across countries.
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‘Growth economists who, as mentioned earlier, used to rely almost uniquely on
pareto-optimal-complete-market-perfectly competitive neoclassical models, now
systematically abandon their traditional paradigms without being ashamed and
they discuss the role of institutions without thinking they are doing second-rate
research’ (ibid.: 17, emphasis added).

These broad institutional proxies seem at odds with NIE’s emphasis on the
need to measure and understand specific institutions. And these studies often
ignore the unobserved beliefs and norms that ultimately determine how rules
and laws function in practice (Greif, 2006: 20–21). They also defy North’s
admonishment that identical laws or rules can produce very different outcomes
across countries. Nevertheless, the widening use of institutional variables raised
the visibility of NIE and the challenge it presented to the standard model.

5. The future of NIE

A crucial question for the future is: will NIE modify the standard neoclassical
model on the margins, or will it foster a new paradigm? North, Williamson,
and other early new institutionalists did not argue that they were creating
a paradigm that overturned the standard neoclassical model. Nevertheless, a
central assumption of standard neoclassical models was challenged at the dawn
of NIE with Coase’s insistence that positive transaction costs could not be
assumed away without ignoring the very reason why firms exist. Transaction
costs ‘produce an economic universe that is strikingly different from the one
envisioned in neoclassical economic theory’ (Furubotn and Richter, 1997: 445;
italics in original). The implications are profound; for example, the transaction
costs literature overturns much of the mainstream approach to regulation
(Joskow, 2002; Ménard and Ghertman, 2009).

The likelihood is not that NIE will offer a complete alternative to the standard
neoclassical paradigm but rather expand and alter the standard paradigm to the
point that it is transformed into something very different. Few institutionalists
would be ready to claim that NIE offers a fully articulated paradigm today and it
is well beyond the scope of this paper to offer a new theory.30 But we can sketch
the outlines of the expanded paradigm by comparing NIE to the standard model.
The theoretical core of NIE accepts that competition works to equilibrate supply
with demand through the price mechanism, but under very different assumptions
about information, individuals, firms, transactions, property rights, contracts,
the role of the state, and the environment. Because of transaction costs, property
rights can no longer be perfectly defined, nor can contracts be assumed to be
complete and perfectly enforced, giving rise to ex post opportunism, something
never seriously contemplated in the standard neoclassical model which assumes

30 Furubotn and Richter (1997) give an excellent exposition of the contribution of NIE to economic
theory; not surprisingly it required over 500 pages to do the subject justice.
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that well-organized markets are enough to discipline parties to trade. Positive
transaction costs means that institutions, which are exogenously determined in
the standard model but endogenous constraints in NIE, become the subject of
analysis.

The standard model is further changed by North’s evolving treatment
of the individual. Initially NIE adopted bounded rationality, the idea that
people’s choices are constrained by costly information and the limits of their
cognitive competence, but they still ‘act consistently with their preferences when
presented with alternative opportunity sets’ (Eggertsson, 1998: 18). In NIE these
opportunity sets are defined by institutions, especially the legal system, since
institutions determine property rights. More recently NIE has incorporated the
idea that human reasoning is filtered through mental models shaped not just
by individual experience but also by society’s shared beliefs and norms. Some,
though not all, institutionalists accept North’s evolved view of path dependence,
where prior institutions constrain individuals’ choices and preferences, a view
which brings NIE much closer to earlier institutionalists. Does it enhance our
understanding of behavior when we characterize such individuals as maximizing
preferences within a constrained opportunity set? Or should we, as North
argues, build dynamic models of economic evolution that transform the standard
neoclassical model?

To take another example of how NIE has evolved away from the standard
theory, earlier NIE posited a binary decision between markets and firms, now it
incorporates a host of hybrid modes of organizing with very different governance
characteristics. These developments remain largely ignored by mainstream
economists who still build their models and their policy recommendations on the
trade-off between markets and integrated firms. However, questions remain to
be explored in the NIE approach. Is this diversity of arrangements well specified
by simply incorporating transaction costs into an extended model? Do we, as
Williamson contends, need to substitute discrete structural analysis for standard
marginal analysis, and if so, what is the impact of this change on how market
economies work?

NIE faces many other questions to be solved and offers many other challenges
to the standard model. As mentioned earlier, many important concepts of the
classical paradigm, such as scarcity and competition, remain central in NIE. And,
although NIE’s emphasis is unambiguously on substance, new institutionalists
fully acknowledge the relevance of modeling and the importance of appropriate
methods, such as econometrics and experimental economics, to test its core
propositions.

How likely is it that the standard, neoclassical model will be transformed
to incorporate NIE’s core assumptions? There are several important obstacles.
One is the increasing dominance of mathematical methods in economic studies,
especially in the US and in prestigious economics journals. While the statistical
significance of institutional variables in cross-country regressions has captured
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the attention of mainstream economists, the broader complexities and nuances
of the full NIE paradigm greatly burdens the modeling exercise. The dominance
of formalism as it exists today helps explain why the economics profession still
views NIE as a sideline to mainstream economics. Yet NIE has infected the
thinking of a number of mainstream economists who seem unaware that they
have caught the institutional virus. Prominent mainstream economists who have
incorporated institutions into their models, such as Acemoglu and Robinson
(2012) and Djankov et al. (2003) do not see themselves and are not seen as
new institutional economists and seldom trace their ideas to NIE’s founders
such as Coase, North, or Williamson. Moreover, while economists who care
about applied research are not resistant to institutional arguments, those more
interested in modeling for its own sake largely remain immune to the institutional
bug.

Another obstacle to a new paradigm is the incomplete and the sometimes-
improvisational nature of NIE’s evolving theories. Much of NIE, as Langlois
(2013: 3) described, compares ‘plausible institutional systems in real-world
contexts rich in transaction (and other) costs. Explanation here consists in
arguing that, and in detailing precisely how, the institutional system we observe
is actually confronting some specified economic problem better than alternative
candidates would have done’. An as yet unfulfilled agenda for the future
is to forge more scientific methods to confront broad issues of growth and
performance and to construct a robust theory of institutions. NIE still has
not settled on a unified and integrated view of equilibrium or efficiency, on
how to deal with the possibility of multiple equilibria, and on the dynamics of
institutions. Such issues remain major challenges to NIE.

A related obstacle is continuing theoretical divisions within NIE. Some of
the differences between North and Williamson may be less problematic than is
often perceived, since they are similar to the differences between a macro and
micro perspective. More serious are the divisions over fundamentals such as
the definition of institutions. For example, North defines institutions as rules
of the game, while Greif defines institutions as a system of shared beliefs and
internalized norms (Shirley, 2008: 18). Differences also arise over whether a firm
is a variant of markets (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972), a ‘nexus of treaties’, or
‘contracts’ (Aoki et al., 1990), or part of a continuum of arrangements (Cheung,
1983). Markets too have been conceptualized differently: as organizational
forms (Arrow, 1974), institutions (Hodgson, 1988), or a variety of governance
structure (Williamson, 1991/1996: chap.4). Ménard (1995) helped clarify some
of the ambiguities in NIE when he characterized institutions as the ‘institutional
environment’ that delineates the rules within which markets and organizations
(from firms to hybrids) operate. Over time we expect some of these differences
will disappear as more and more research produces dominant perspectives,
although continuing competition between distinct points of view will also persist
and should be welcomed as a sign of a healthy and progressive field of inquiry.
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Besides developing a more robust theory, NIE faces a number of other
challenges if it is to flesh out a convincing paradigm. These include: overcoming
the internal divisions mentioned above; dealing more deeply with institutional
change; expanding the empirical and theoretical work on informal institutions;
developing data to allow more careful definition and measurement of the
effects of institutions in a variety of settings; building more adequate models
to capture the links between theory and empirical analyses. NIE scholars need
to make progress on a theory describing satisfactorily the interaction between
North’s institutional framework (the scaffolding for human transactions) and
Williamson’s structure of governance (the matrix in which the integrity of a
transaction is organized). Any synthesis between these two schools of thought
must address a lot of issues that will likely shape much future research (see
Ménard, 2001). One central question is: how do the (Northean) rules that
determine the security and functioning of property rights or the laws that affect
contractual credibility and enforcement shape the choice of (Williamsonian)
modes of governance and of the ways to organize transactions? A related question
is: what are the comparative costs of different institutional schemes, such as
different judicial systems for implementing contractual laws? Several recent
contributions began to bridge the gap between these two schools, a trend likely to
continue.31 Another important area for future research is innovation, specifically:
how do different modes of organizing transactions at both the microanalytical
level and at the level of the institutional framework affect the development of
capabilities and the dynamics of innovation?

Methodology is another underdeveloped area. Most of the models used in the
NIE literature are uncomfortable adaptations of standard neoclassical models
with the inconsistencies mentioned earlier. Some institutionalists, such as Greif
and Ostrom, have made considerable progress using game theory; experimental
economics is also yielding promising results. One challenge to the model builder
is NIE’s stress on realism and detail, which greatly complicates the modeling
problem. The challenge of realism has also required many institutionalists to
develop their own datasets,32 and to engage in extensive field research, vividly
illustrated by the fieldwork done by Elinor Ostrom and her followers. The
data requirements are formidable and much future work must be devoted to
overcoming data gaps if NIE is to offer a feasible challenge to the elegant
simplicity of the standard model. Empirical research has been a strong point for
institutional economics, old and new, and we expect to see considerable future
research devoted to improving our measures of formal and informal institutions
and testing their properties and impacts. Those wedded to formalism will likely
never see imperfect but realistic institutionalist models as sufficiently precise, but

31 See, for example, Levy and Spiller (1994), Shirley (2002), and Grief (2006).
32 See the database of political institutions created by institutional economists at http://go.worldbank.

org/2EAGGLRZ400 (the World Bank).

http://go.worldbank.org/2EAGGLRZ400
http://go.worldbank.org/2EAGGLRZ400
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if the goal is to meet Ronald Coase’s call for economics that is useful beyond the
blackboard, that changes the way we see a question, then NIE offers the greater
promise.

NIE has also made considerable progress using focused case studies; examples
include Coase’s study of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC),
Williamson’s study of Oakland’s cable television (CATV), North and Weingast’s
study of the Glorious Revolution, Ostrom’s comparative case studies of common
property, and the studies collected in Analytic Narratives (Bates et al., 1998).
Despite the poor opinion that most mainstream economists have of case studies,
they have proven to be a valuable tool for understanding the rich details
inherent in institutional analysis, especially when they are informed by theory
and conducted with rigor.

6. Conclusion

The future of NIE, and indeed of social science more generally, will likely
see more partnerships across disciplines and some startling new marriages. To
transform economics we need to enlist the help of lawyers, anthropologists,
sociologists, and others, as Coase (2002) asserted. Economics has already
had profound influence in political science, in public choice, in law through
law and economics, in history through cliometrics, and in other parts of
social science where economic reasoning and econometrics are making strong
inroads. NIE with its pragmatic, empirically grounded approach is especially
well situated to collaborate with these sub-disciplines. ISNIE already manifests
this trend, with members from political science, management, law, sociology,
and anthropology, and with collaboration outside the social sciences as well, as
evidenced by North’s partnership with cognitive scientists and the developing
links with neuroeconomics and behavioral economics. The diverse background
of the contributors to The Handbook of New Institutional Economics (Ménard
and Shirley, 2005/2008) provides strong evidence of NIE’s interdisciplinary
character.

Our optimism about the future of NIE is rooted in this strong appeal across
disciplines and also in its powerful attraction to young scholars and policy
makers from developing countries. This natural attraction has been strengthened
by the work of the Ronald Coase Institute, which trains and otherwise assists
young scholars to study the institutions in their own economies so that problems
can be more readily identified and overcome. On January 20, 2014 the Coase
Institute had 470 graduates from 66 countries. Most were economists, but many
studied political science, management, law, history, sociology, engineering, and
other fields. These young scholars, freed from the conventions that often hamper
more established academics, are assiduously gathering new data, pursuing new
empirical issues, and pushing the frontiers of empirical research on institutions.
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Much work is still to be done and there is the real possibility that the
transformation we envision will not occur. In that case mainstream economics
may well wither like a depressed inner city, as Olsen and Kahkonen (2000)
once described it, while NIE and like-minded segments of the social sciences
flourish in the suburbs. In thinking about the future relationship between NIE
and standard mainstream economics we can take heart from the words of the
person who, more than any other, started this field, Ronald Coase:

The influence of New Institutional Economics will be exerted in the various
sub-disciplines of economics. Guerrilla actions will take place which will result
in the New Institutional Economics dominating first one and then another of
these sub-disciplines, as indeed is beginning to happen. When this process has
gone on for some time the leaders of our profession will find themselves Kings
without a Kingdom. There will be no overturning, but in Judson’s words, an
opening-up.33 We will not replace price theory (supply and demand and all
that) but will put it in a setting that will make it vastly more fruitful (Coase,
1999: 5).
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